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1 Introduction

In many situations textsand images in a document are highly associated, such as is the case of newspapers,
(news-)websites, brochuresand advertisementsand catalogues. The text offersvaluable informationwhich
could help to interpret the image, for example in the difficult task of automatic object recognition. In this
paper we test the feasibilit y of automatically annotating images by extracting entities from the associated
text which arelikely to appear in theimage. To determinetheprobabilit y that an entity appearsin theimage,
we take into account the text’s discourse structure, the text’s semantics and world knowledge that is not
present in the text.

2 Entity classification

We classify all entities (i.e. nouns) in the text according to a semantic database. We use the WordNet [1]
database, which organizesEnglish nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs in synsets. A synset is a collection
of wordsthat have a closemeaningandthat representsan underlyingconcept. We combinetwo methodsfor
entity classification. Thefirst methodassignsthe correct synset to every nounin thetext (i.e. to disambiguate
thesenseof theword) for which weuse an efficient Word SenseDisambiguationsystem that wasdeveloped
by the authors. This method does not offer a satisfactory solution for proper names, since the amount of
proper names ispossibly indefinite. Therefor, weuse asecondmethodin which we tag proper namesusing
theLingpipeNamed Entity Recognizer. Thispackagerecognizespersons, locationsand organizations.

3 Salience

Wediscover which entitiesarein thefocusof thetext andwhich entitiesareonly mentioned briefly, because
we assume that more important entities in the text have agreater probabilit y of appearing in the image. We
definethesalience measurewhich representstheimportanceof an entity in atext. In earlier researchwehave
developed a discourse segmentation module, which hierarchically and sequentially segments the discourse
in different topics and subtopics resulting in a discourse tree, representing a hierarchical table of contents
of the text [3]. The algorithm detects patterns of thematic progression in texts and can thus recognizethe
main topic of a sentence(i.e., about whom or what the sentencespeaks) and the hierarchical and sequential
relationships between individual topics. We compute for every entity a score (Sal1) which is proportional
to thedepth of the entity in thediscoursetree-hereby assuming that deeper in this treemoredetailed topics
of a text aredescribed- and normalizethisvalue.

Not all entities in the text appear in the discourse tree, and therefore we implement an additional re-
finement. The segmentation module already determines the main topic of a sentence. We can determine
the relative importanceof the other entities in a sentenceby relying onthe relationshipsbetween entitiesas
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signaled by thesyntactic parse tree. For every entity we calculatethescoreSal2, which is inversely propor-
tional to thedepth of theparse treewhere the entity occurs, and thescoreSal3, which isproportional to the
number of nodesin thesubtree correspondingto thisentity. Thesalienceisdefined asthelinear combination
of these threescores (Sal1, Sal2 andSal3).

4 Visualness

The salience measure depends only on the thematic progression and syntactic structure of the text. Lack-
ing from this measure is the fact that some entities never (or only indirectly) appear in an image, such as
“ thought” and“ journey” . Wetherefor incorporateworld-knowledgein asecondmeasure, visualness, which
is defined as the extent to which an entity can be perceived visually. We employ the similarity measure de-
fined byLin [2] which usesthehyponym/hypernymrelationin theWordNet databaseto compute asemantic
similarity between two synsets. This similarity measuregivesascorebetween 0 and1, closeto 1 for synsets
which are conceptually similar (e.g. “ journey” and “voyage” with a similarity of 0.89) and close to 0 for
synsetswhich are conceptually different (e.g. “ journey” and“car” with asimilarity of 0). Wehavemanually
selected 25 seed synsets in WordNet, where we tried to cover the wide range of topics we were likely to
encounter in the test corpus, andset thevisualnessof theseseed synsets to either 1 (visual) or 0 (not visual).
We then definethevisualnessvis(s) of agiven synset s asvis(s) =

∑
i vis(si)

sim(s,si)
C(s) wheresi is a seed

synsetsandC(s) is anormalizingconstant.

5 Results

We assume that the salience and visualnessmeasures are independent for every entity. This allows us to
compute the probability of appearance of an entity as the product of the salience and the visualnessof the
entity. We evaluate thismeasureona corpusconsisting of image-text pairs retrieved from theYahoo! News
website. Every picturehasan associated text which discussesthe event for which thepicturewastaken, with
an average length of 40.98words in which they discuss15.04entities, of which 2.58appear in the image.

We perform a first evaluation on 100image-text pairs where we predict, from analyzing the text only,
what entities are visible in the associated image. One annotator has labeled every image-text pair with the
entities (i.e. persons and other objects) that appear both in the image and in the text. A baseline system,
which assumes that all entities in the text are visible in the image results in a precision of 15.62%, a recall
of 91.08% and F-measure of 26.66%. Our system gives a probabilit y of appearance for every entity. To
simpli fy evaluation, we assume that all entities with a probabilit y higher then a threshold of 0.4 are visible
in the image. This results in aprecision of 70.56%, a recall of 67.82% anda largely improved F-measureof
69.39%.

For thesecondevaluationwehave annotated the entities that appear both in the image and in the text for
900 image-text pairs, and, for every image-text pair, sorted these entities on their perceived importancein
the image. To comparethis rankingwith an automatic generated ranking, weuse apenalty based evaluation
measurewhere an entity onan incorrect positionreceivesapenalty which isproportional with thedifference
with the position in the manual li st. We compute amicro average for all 900 texts. A baseline approach
where all entities are considered visible and ranked according to the position in the text results in a score
of 56.98%. The ranking defined by the probabilit y of appearanceresults in substantially improved score of
83.25%.
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